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Abstract—Generating eye diagrams by using a circuit simu-
lator can be very computationally intensive, especially in the
presence of nonlinearities. It often involves multiple Newton-like
iterations at every time step when a SPICE-like circuit simulator
handles a nonlinear system in the transient regime. In this
paper, we leverage machine learning methods, to be specific, the
recurrent neural network (RNN), to generate black-box macro-
models and achieve significant reduction of computation time.
Through the proposed approach, an RNN model is first trained
and then validated on a relatively short sequence generated
from a circuit simulator. Once the training completes, the RNN
can be used to make predictions on the remaining sequence in
order to generate an eye diagram. The training cost can also
be amortized when the trained RNN starts making predictions.
Besides, the proposed approach requires no complex circuit
simulations nor substantial domain knowledge. We use two high-
speed link examples to demonstrate that the proposed approach
provides adequate accuracy while the computation time can be
dramatically reduced. In the high-speed link example with a
PAM4 driver, the eye diagram generated by RNN models shows
good agreement with that obtained from a commercial circuit
simulator. This paper also investigates the impacts of various
RNN topologies, training schemes, and tunable parameters on
both the accuracy and the generalization capability of an RNN
model. It is found out that the long short-term memory (LSTM)
network outperforms the vanilla RNN in terms of the accuracy
in predicting transient waveforms.
Index Terms—Black-box macromodeling, channel simulation,
eye diagram, nonlinear macromodeling, PAM4 transceiver mod-
eling, recurrent neural network (RNN), transceiver modeling,
time-domain simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the area of signal integrity, eye diagrams have be-
come important metrics to assess the performance of a high-
speed channel. In order to generate an eye diagram, transient
waveforms are first obtained from a circuit simulator and
then overlaid. Generating eye diagrams by using a circuit
simulator can be very computationally intensive, especially in
the presence of nonlinearities. As shown in Figure 1, there are
often multiple Newton-like iterations involved at every time
step when a SPICE-like circuit simulator handles a nonlinear
system in the transient regime [1]. Given the size of a practical
and large-scale circuit, the runtime of a circuit simulator on
modern processors can be hours, days, or even weeks. There
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of a circuit simulator [1].
are many efforts in seeking novel numerical techniques to
improve the computation efficiency of a circuit simulator. For
example, people are using hardware accelerators including
FPGAs [1] and GPUs [2] to achieve the acceleration of matrix
factorization in a circuit simulator. There are also works in
efficiently generating eye diagrams, for example, using shorter
bit patterns instead of the pseudo-random bit sequence as input
sources to simulate the worst-case eye diagram [3]. In this
work, we propose taking a different route and using machine
learning methods, to be specific, recurrent neural network
(RNN), to improve the efficiency of a circuit simulator.
Recently, many remarkable results are reported on modern
time-series techniques by using RNN in the fields such as
language modeling, machine translation, chatbot, and fore-
casting [4]–[8]. There are also a number of prior attempts in
incorporating RNN into modeling and simulating electronic
devices and systems. For example, researchers propose com-
bining a NARX (nonlinear auto-regressive network) topology
with a feedforward neural network in modeling nonlinear
RF devices [9]. A variant of RNN, known as Elman RNN
(ERNN), is applied in simulating digital designs [10], [11].
More recently, researchers present an ERNN-based model in
simulating electrostatic discharge (ESD) [12]. The aforemen-
tioned two topologies, to be specific, NARX-RNN and ERNN,
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2will be discussed in details in the following sections. It is also
worth mentioning that machine learning methods in general
have been seen into many applications related to electronic
designs such as modeling high-speed channels [13]–[15], re-
placing computationally expensive full-wave electromagnetic
simulations [16], [17], and building macro-model from S-
parameters [18], [19].
Through the proposed approach, a modern ERNN is first
trained and then validated on a relatively short sequence
generated from a circuit simulator. Once the training com-
pletes, the RNN can be used to make predictions on the
remaining sequence in order to generate an eye diagram. The
training cost can also be amortized when the trained RNN
starts making predictions. As the time-domain waveforms are
generated from RNN through inference instead of iterations
of solving linear systems involved in a circuit simulator, it
significantly improves the computation efficiency. Besides, the
proposed approach requires no complex circuit simulations nor
substantial domain knowledge. We demonstrate through two
examples that the proposed approach can meet the accuracy
of transistor-level simulation while the run time can be dra-
matically reduced.
In this work, we also investigate the performance of ERNNs
built with different recurrent units, to be specific, vanilla
recurrent neural network (VRNN), long short-term memory
(LSTM) unit, and gated recurrent unit (GRU) in generating
accurate eye diagrams. It is shown that the LSTM network
outperforms VRNN in terms of both convergence and accu-
racy. The numerical issue of gradient vanishing or explosion
during back propagation in the VRNN is also well resolved
in the LSTM network. The activation function in this work is
chosen as the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [20] as it enables
better numerical stability and higher efficiency in training.
Adam [21] optimizer is found to stand out among investigated
optimizers such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [22],
Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp) [23] for fast
convergence in training. It is also shown that with the training
scheme proposed in this paper, training sample length plays
an important role to the convergence of the RNN.
II. RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
Understanding RNN cannot be separated from the feed-
forward neural network (FNN), which consists of multiple
layers of neurons. Unlike a FNN, in which the signal flows
unidirectionally from the input to the output, a RNN has, in
addition, a feedback loop from the output to the input. The
FNN is a universal approximator, which can be written as the
following
y = fL ◦ fL−1 ◦ ... ◦ f1 ◦ x, (1)
where x ∈ Rn and y ∈ Rm represent the input and the output,
respectively, fl (l = 1, 2..., L) is the weighted activation, and
◦ denotes the composition operation. As a comparison, the
RNN can be understood as a universal Turing machine in the
form of {
ht = gh (xt, ht−1)
yt = go (ht) ,
(2)
where ht and xt are the hidden state and the input at time t,
respectively, and gh and go are weighted activations.
Similar to that in a dynamical system, the concept of state is
employed to describe the temporal evolution of a system, the
power of a RNN in dealing with time-series tasks arises from
the special variable, namely, the hidden (internal) state ht. In
system identification, the mappings including both gh and go in
Equation (2) are learnt via a least-square alike approximation
process during which a set of pre-defined parameters are tuned.
Similar models to the one described by Equation (2) can
be found in autoregressive (AR) family, which are also very
popular for time-series tasks. The models of a AR family can
often be implemented with
yt = g (xt−i, yt−j) 0 ≤ i ≤ Kx, 0 ≤ j < Ky, (3)
where Kx and Ky are known as the memory length of the
input and output, respectively. It can be seen from Equation
(3) that there is no explicit hidden state; instead, the feedback
comes from the delayed versions of the output. In order to
differentiate the mechanism described in Equation (3), the
RNN with explicitly defined hidden states are often called
the Elman RNN (ERNN) [24]. In this work, we use RNN
to denote ERNN for simplicity. The term NARX-RNN and
output-feedback RNN will be used interchangbly to refer to
AR-based RNN.
It is often beneficial to unroll a RNN, which will ease the
understanding for why the learning process of a RNN could
be computationally intractable and how it is made tractable.
As shown in Figure 2, the RNN is unrolled such that it can
be fed with an input sequence of K time steps. The signal
propagating through a unit in the unrolled RNN can thus be
written as
ht = φh (Wihxt +Whhht−1) (4)
and the output of the RNN unit is given by
yt = ht, (5)
where φh is the nonlinear activation function and W contains
the tunable weights. It is worth mentioning that one can always
add a fully connected layer to yt in Equation (5) to transform
it into the desired form, which is also the reason why modern
formulation of RNN takes the current state as the output.
The unrolled RNN looks likes a deep FNN (DNN), but the
weights are shared across the units over time. It is an advantage
of RNN over FNN as by unrolling the RNN, one obtains
a DNN of the same number of layers but with much fewer
parameters. Unfortunately, this also leads to disadvantages of
RNN, which can be understood in the following. The gradient
of the loss E at output with respect to a parameter θ can be
written as
∂E
∂θ
=
K∑
τ=1
∂Eτ
∂θ
, (6)
where
∂Eτ
∂θ
=
τ∑
j=1
∂Eτ
∂y˜τ
∂y˜τ
∂hτ
∂hτ
∂hj
∂hj
∂θ
. (7)
The parameters in the RNN are updated through the backprop-
agation of the calculated gradients. The backpropagation of the
3Fig. 2: An unrolled RNN with input sequence of K steps with
y˜τ and Eτ representing the prediction and the corresponding
loss (error) at time step τ .
gradients from time τ are done through all possible routes
toward the past, which is also known as backpropagation
through time (BPTT).
One disadvantage on BPTT is the computation efficiency
because at any time step τ , the calculation of the loss Eτ
depend on all previous quantities. It can be seen that with
BPTT, the longer the sequence with which the RNN is trained,
the more challenging the computation becomes considering
both the degraded convergence rate and the increased demand
on computing resources. Another numerical issue associated
with the gradients with BPTT is that as the span of the
temporal dependencies increases, the gradients tend to vanish
or explode. The Jacobian term in the gradient of the loss
function,
∂hτ
∂hj
in Equation (7) can be proved to be upper
bounded by a geometric series [25]:∥∥∥∥∂hτ∂hj
∥∥∥∥ < γτ−j , (8)
where γ is a constant determined by the norm of the nonlin-
earity in RNN. When the hyperbolic tangent function tanh is
chosen as the activation function, we have γ=1, and for the
sigmoid function, γ=0.25 [25]. Therefore, the gradient either
explodes or vanishes. We can use a numerical experiment to
demonstrate the gradient vanishing and explosion. As shown
in Figure 3, an input signal whose magnitude ranges from −10
to 10 is passed through various types of activation functions
in multiple times. After the third time, the signal is flattened
when the sigmoid function is taken as the activation function.
Due to the vanishing of the gradients, the sigmoid function
cannot be used as the activation function in a RNN unit. In
contrast, as shown in Figure 3(c) when ReLU is taken as the
activation function, the signal remains as its original shape
after being passed through the unit for iterations, which is
also the reason why ReLU is very popular in modern RNN
structures.
(a) Sigmoid
(b) Tanh
(c) ReLU
Fig. 3: Multiple passes through the same activation function.
One remedy to the problem of gradient vanishing or ex-
ploding is known as truncated backpropagation through time
(TBPTT) [26], [27], which is a modified version of BPTT.
A TBPTT processes the sequence one step at a time, and
after every k1 time steps, it calls BPTT for k2 time steps.
A common configuration of TBPTT is that the forward and
backward processes share the same number of steps such
that k1 = k2. Another remedy utilizes a more sophisticated
activation function with gating units to deal with problem of
gradient vanishing or explosion, for example, the long short-
term memory (LSTM) unit [28] and the gated recurrent unit
(GRU) [29]. Both LSTM unit and GRU own gates, which
allow the RNN cell to forget. The working mechanism of a
LSTM network is based on
4
it = σ (Wiixt +Whiht−1)
ft = σ (Wifxt +Whfht−1)
gt = tanh (Wigxt +Whght−1)
ot = σ (Wioxt +Whoht−1)
ct = ftct−1 + itgt
ht = ot tanh (ct) ,
(9)
where ht is hidden state at time t, ct is the cell state,
and it, ft, gt, ot are the input, forget, cell and output gates
respectively.
As a comparison to a LSTM unit, there is no cell component
in GRU and the working mechanism of a GRU network is as
follows 
rt = σ (Wirxt +Whrht−1)
zt = σ (Wizxt +Whzht−1)
nt = tanh (Winxt + rtWhnht−1)
ht = (1− zt)nt + ztht−1,
(10)
where zt and rt are called the update and the reset gates. Both
zt and rt function as control signals within the unit. The GRU
employs a new way to calculate the memory nt by using the
current input and the past hidden state. It can be seen that a
LSTM unit requires a more complex implementation on the
gating functions than a GRU. However, both LSTM unit and
GRU are able to store and retrieve relevant information from
the past by using gating control signal, which resolves the
issue of gradient vanishing or explosion [28].
III. TRAINING AN RNN
In this section, we will review three different training
schemes, namely, readout, teacher force, and professor force.
The most trivial way to train an RNN is the readout training as
shown in Figure 4. By taking advantage of the recurrent nature
of an RNN, the readout training takes the output at previous
time steps as the input. The ground-truth y˜k is only used
in calculating loss with the corresponding prediction yk. The
RNN is fed with what it generated, which is also the reason
it is called readout. Readout technique is mostly adopted in
inference, i.e. when predictions are being made on the unseen
data. However, training in readout mode often takes longer
time on convergence because the model has to make a lot of
mistakes, being penalized for many times before it eventually
learns to generate accurate predictions. Therefore, teacher
force training is often preferred over readout. In teacher force
training as illustrated in Figure 5, the ground-truth values are
fed into an RNN as input. Teacher forcing can ensure an RNN
learn faster but not necessarily better.
Similar to the mechanism behind overfitting, the underlying
distribution of the input data in teacher force training may be
very different from that during its readout mode inference. In
that case, teacher force training may have worse performance
on unseen data comparing to its performance on the training
set. To filter out the potential bias in training, a scheduling
process can be adopted [30]. A good analogy of the scheduling
process is the event of flipping a coin: we can imagine that
a coin is flipped every time before the previous output is fed
into an RNN as the input. The coin used in the scheduling
process is biased: for the first few training epochs, the coin
Fig. 4: Readout training.
Fig. 5: Teacher force training.
is biased towards the training data distribution such that the
training is more into a teacher force mode; as the training
evolves, the coin becomes biased towards the distribution of
the predicted data, in other words, in a readout mode. The
scheduling technique has lead to a significant improvement
on the generalization capability of an RNN model in speech
recognition [31]. In this paper, we use the teach force training
with scheduling for the transient channel simulation example
shown in Section IV.
There is an another training scheme called professor force
[32] technique which enforces the similar behaviors of the
network during training and test. The professor force training
uses the concept from generative modeling, to be specific, gen-
erative adversarial network (GAN) to fill the gap between the
training distribution and the predictive distribution, providing
better generalization performance.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The robustness of the proposed method using RNN to
model high-speed channels will be illustrated through two
different types of RNN presented in Section II using a PAM2
and a PAM4 driver circuit. Different training conditions such
as optimization method, memory length and recurrent cell
topology etc. will be investigated.
5A. PAM2 channel simulation with output-feedback RNN
(NARX-RNN)
In this section, we illustrate the training procedures of the
RNN, with which the predictions can be made on the voltage
waves arriving at the receiver of a high-speed channel using
NARX-RNN. As demonstrated in Equation (3), the NARX-
RNN does not have a hidden state explicitly defined in the
model. The current output response is determined only using
the current and past values of the input and the past values
of the output. The set up is shown in Figure 6: VTX0 is the
output voltage of the transmitter (TX) when it is terminated
with a 50 Ohm resistor; and VTX and VRX are voltages at the
immediate output of TX and the input of RX in the presence
of the channel. In this example, we use VTX and VTX0 of the
current time step and VRX of the past to predict VRX of the
current time step.
Fig. 6: Simulation setup for data collection..
The data is normalized and segmented into sequences of
length K. Sample sequences after normalization of all the
signals of interest are depicted in Figure 7. This number K
represents the memory dependency of the system. The larger
the K is, the longer the memory the system keeps. A portion
of the data (10%) is reserved for test. In this example, a
stack of four LSTM cells of 20 hidden units is used. The
optimization method used is Adam with 0.3 dropout regular-
ization. Throughout our experiments, increasing K not only
improves the convergence but also achieves higher accuracy.
However, once K reaches the underlying memory length of
the system under learning, a further increase does not offer
better convergence nor higher accuracy. We use K = 10 in the
following numerical experiments. The time steps for training is
11,000 and the model converges in about 48 epochs. Accurate
predictions are achieved on unseen sequence as shown in
Figure 8.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the comparison between
LSTM network and vanilla RNN in terms of their capability
of handling the long-term memory. The same network archi-
tecture is adopted in this comparison including the number of
layers, the layer width, and the regularization. It is shown that
when the memory is relatively short with K = 4, the vanilla
RNN cells fails to capture the signal evolution whereas the
LSTM network makes pretty accurate predictions. When the
memory is sufficiently long, the vanilla RNN starts making
comparably accurate predictions as the LSTM network does,
which is shown in Figure 10. From this comparison, it also
reveals that training with Adam optimizer achieves better
performance than the SGD optimizer regardless of the memory
length.
Fig. 7: Training data collected with the setup shown in
Figure 6.
Fig. 8: Predicted voltage at the receiver VRX with a LSTM
network.
It is worth mentioning that while using the LSTM and
GRU networks, one needs to pay particular attention upon
the selection of activation functions. For example, the gating
signals ft and it in Equation (9) controls the percentage of the
memory passing through the gates, which ranges from 0 to 1.
In this case, the activation function associated with ft and it
has to be the sigmoid function. Besides, the gating signal gt in
Equation (9) allows both addition and subtraction operations
between the input and the forget gates and the hyperbolic
tangent function is appropriate. As for a VRNN, the selection
of activation functions is only based on the nonlinearities. As
shown in Figure 11, using the hyperbolic tangent function
as the activation function in a vanilla RNN achieves more
accurate predictions than that with ReLU.
In addition, SGD optimizer does not work for the proposed
RNN structure under the aforementioned settings for train-
ing. Adding momentum for SGD does not help the learning
process either. However, Adam optimizer achieves accurate
predictions. We also investigate RMSProp optimizer, which
6Fig. 9: Comparison between vanilla RNN and LSTM network
in handling relative short memory when the memory length
K is chosen as 4.
Fig. 10: Comparison between vanilla RNN and LSTM network
in handling sufficiently long memory when the memory length
K is chosen as 10.
has been used for RNNs long before Adam is invented, to
train the same architecture in terms of both VRNN and LSTM
network. It is found that for short memory such as K = 4,
using RMSProp optimizer does not achieve convergence; as
the memory length K goes beyond 5, RMSProp optimizer
performs as well as Adam. The result shown in Figure 12
Fig. 11: The impact from different types of activation functions
on the prediction accuracy in a vanilla RNN.
confirms that for K = 5, networks trained by RMSProp make
accurate predictions on the output waveform. However, setting
a high momentum to deploy adaptive learning rate degrades
the performance of the network; as can be seen in Figure 12,
the prediction accuracy becomes worse with momentum added
in RMSProp.
Fig. 12: Performance of the same architecture using different
RNN cells, trained by RMSProp when K = 5
7Fig. 13: Setup to obtain training data for PAM4 example.
Fig. 14: Voltages used to train ERNN in PAM4 example.
B. PAM4 channel simulation with ERNN
The limitation of the output-feedback RNN used in the
PAM2 example is that it strictly requires the output of the
current time step before it can make predictions on one future
time step, which can be seen from Equation (3). The neural
network model, while being used in this way, cannot utilize
batch inference. In this example, it is shown that using a deeper
and wider network, an RNN-based model can be developed
to utilize batch inference, which can dramatically reduce the
run time for long transient simulation.
To prepare the training data, first, the transmitter output is
measured when it is opened, denoted as VTX0. This signal is
the Thevenin source to the combined “channel and receiver”
system of interest. When the transmitter is connected to the
channel and the receiver, the input to the channel from the
transmitter VTX and the input to the receiver after the channel
VRX are both collected for training purpose. Besides, the
output voltage from the receiver VRO is also captured and
included in the training set. The setup for data collection is
shown in Figure 13. The data in this example comes from a
PAM4 transceiver circuit transmitting data at 28 Gbps. An
LSTM network is trained on about 10, 000 time points of
time domain response of as shown in Figure 14. A training
waveform sample is shown in Figure 15.
We first investigate the impact from memory length on the
training process. The memory length depends on not only the
nonlinearity of the transmitter and receiver but also the delay
of the channel. As for the training setup, Adam is used as
the optimizer with initial learning rate of 0.001 and dropout
regularization is fixed at 0.3. The LSTM network has six
layers each with 30 hidden units. The memory length K is
varied with everything else remaining the same. Figure 16
demonstrates the training performance under various memory
lengths with the same network topology. By showing the
Fig. 15: A training sample by windowing the training sequence
with K = 100.
results at different epochs, Figure 16 also reveals the fact
that the learning ability of the LSTM network evolves as
the training progresses. For example, at the 100th epoch, the
LSTM network learned the switching pattern of the wave-
forms; at the 1000th epoch, the same network is able to make
accurate predictions on VTX in terms of both the pattern and
the amplitude.
With the memory length chosen as K=50 and at the 1000th
epoch, the predictions made with the LSTM network on VRO
are less accurate than those on VTX , as shown in Figure 16.
The reason that obtaining accurate predictions on VRO is more
challenging than that for VTX is because the former requires a
much better knowledge of the delay imposed by the channel.
It seems the memory length set by K =50 dose not provide
adequate data on the channel delay. After the memory length
is increased to K = 90, the predictions on VRO become much
more accurate, as shown in Figure 16c. A further increase of
the memory length to K =100 does not further improve the
performance as shown in Figure 16d. It is worth mentioning
that the increase of memory length demands more computation
resources.
To further validate the model, we employ a much longer
PRBS than the training one and generate eye diagrams. In
Figure 17, it shows a very good agreement between the eye
diagram generated from traditional SPICE-like simulation and
the one from the proposed RNN-based model. For example,
both eye diagrams point out that the optimal sampling point
is about 14.662 µs.
C. Accumulation of numerical error
One limitation of the proposed method with RNN is the
accumulation of numerical error. During the training process,
TBPTT gives a noisy gradient information to the optimizer,
which translates to the numerical error in the solution. This
numerical error, though initially very small, gradually accu-
mulates as the prediction goes on with the input sequence.
A longer input sequence leads to a larger numerical error
in the predicted results. Figure 18 shows the performance
of the trained model in the previous section on a very long
PRBS. Initially, the predicted results from the RNN model
agree well with those obtained from the circuit simulation.
However, as the prediction progresses, the numerical error due
8(a) When K = 50, trained in 100 epochs.
(b) When K = 50, trained in 1,000 epochs.
(c) When K = 90 trained in 1,000 epochs.
(d) When K = 100, trained in 1,000 epochs.
Fig. 16: Training error (most left) and test performance of RNN model in PAM4 transceiver example.
9(a) From SPICE
(b) From RNN
Fig. 17: Eye diagram obtained in PAM4 transceiver example.
to TBPTT accumulates and degrades the performance of the
RNN model. The accumulation of the numerical error is a
well-known limitation of RNN trained by TBPTT, which at the
same time leaves room for improvement in the future work on
the proposed method with advanced techniques for sequence
modeling such as attention mechanism [33].
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose using RNN for transient high-
speed link simulation. It shows that using RNN-based model
for circuit simulation is promising in terms of both the accu-
racy and the capability of improving computation efficiency.
Through the proposed approach, an RNN model is trained
and validated on a relatively short sequence generated from
a circuit simulator. After the training completes, the RNN
can be used to make predictions on the remaining sequence
to generate an eye diagram. Using RNN model significantly
enhances the computation efficiency because the transient
waveforms are produced through inference, which saves it-
erations in solving nonlinear systems required by a circuit
simulator. An RNN differs from a FNN by the fact that its
parameters are shared across time. This is an advantage of an
RNN because the number of tunable parameters is significantly
reduced comparing to a FNN. However, it also becomes a
challenge to train an RNN as the regular back-prop does
not work anymore; instead, back-prop through time must be
employed. Two topologies of the RNN, namely, ERNN and
NARX-RNN, are investigated and compared in terms of the
performance in high-speed link simulation. Through examples,
it is demonstrated that ERNN without output feed-back is
preferable in high-speed link simulation owing to its capability
of batch learning and inference. It is also found out that LSTM
network outperforms the vanilla RNN in terms of accuracy.
We also investigates the impacts of training schemes and
tunable parameters on both the accuracy and the generalization
capability of an RNN model through examples.
Understanding the memory length of the data for training is
important in achieving a balance between the computational
cost and the accuracy of an RNN model. This remains an
open problem in causal inference domain and the selection of a
sufficient memory length to train an RNN model heavily relies
on prior experience and substantial domain knowledge. One
future work is to divide the full-channel modeling task into
blocks where each block is represented by a standalone RNN
model. Individual blocks can thus be swapped in and out to
combine with different channel designs without retraining the
RNN. Another future work is to take the equalization settings
as inputs such that the RNN models can completely replace
the transceivers circuit models.
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